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Reviews available to include on your flyer
 
      The focus on female juvenile delinquents remains an area that is poorly understood for it being a minority phenomenon amongst other factors. The authors have arranged their texts into short sections making the explanations conducive for students to grasp and apply the arguments onto other contexts. There are also tabulated information that provide clearer comparison amongst the different cases and categories. I would suggest that the authors update the references to publications after 2000 so as to ensure contemporary social relevance to the readership.
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      Valuable resource for students
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      brilliant read! would recommend adopting in lessons as it is useful have a book in the classroom that specfically focuses on female offenders.
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      an excellent text that brings the plight of female offenders to the fore front of criminological research.
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      An excellent text that provides the reader with provocative but well balanced arguments. A must for all criminology students.




  
          Mr Stuart Agnew




              


    
      



 


 
      I am covering this course for another professor who uses an earlier this text.  However, I will not be using this text for any future coverages.  If you can get past all the biased language, incomplete statistics, incomparable comparisons and authors' self-citations, you are really left with a mediocre and partial glimpse into what might be important to gender differences in the system.  No worries though, if you are unsure of what is said in one chapter, you will be assured to visit it again in just about every chapter there is in this book.
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      This is an essential read for any undergraduate student examining gender and crime. Topical, thorough and posing interesting debates throughout, this is an essential read within our gender and crime module
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